We employ attosecond angular streaking with photoelectron interferometric metrology to reveal electron sub-Coulomb-barrier dynamics. We use a weak perturbative co-rotating circularly polarized field (800 nm) to probe the strong-field ionization by an intense circularly polarized field (400 nm). In this double-hand attoclock photoelectron interferometry, we introduce a spatially rotating temporal Young's two-slit interferometer, in which the oppositely modulated wave-packets originating from consecutive laser cycles are dynamically prepared and interfered.
Coherent imaging of electron wave-packets has attracted wide interest in modern sciences [1] . For strong-field ionization, the amplitude and the phase of the ionized electron wave-packet could give direct insights of electron dynamics in the classically-forbidden, sub-Coulomb-barrier region. Benefiting from that the laser pulse duration approaches to the natural timescale of intra-atomic electron dynamics, one was allowed to image the amplitude or the phase of an electron wavefunction on the attosecond scale, such as measuring the angular components of the wave-packet with attosecond pulse trains synchronized with an infrared light field [2] , probing bound-state wave-packets in a pump-probe scheme [3] , and extracting the Coulomb scattering phase from photoelectron holography [4] .
Alternatively, using a circularly-polarized femtosecond laser pulse, dubbed as attosecond angular streaking or attoclock [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] (the rotating laser electric vector looks like a clock hand), one can transform the rotation of the clock-hand polarization to the attosecond time resolution. Using the circular polarization, the rescattering of the liberated electron with its parent ion can be avoided and the electron is considered to move classically. Thus, the electron momentum will be approximately shown to point at an angle of 90 o relative to the laser electric-field direction at the ionizing instant. In attoclock experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , the photoelectron interference effect has been ignored.
Indeed, interference structure in photoelectron momentum distribution contains fruitful information. Generally, at a given time t 0 in circular polarization, an ionized electron wave-packet (EWP) can be described as
, where W 0 is the amplitude and j 0 is the phase. This wave-packet will interfere with the subsequent EWP that is emitted after one laser period T at a radial direction of the momentum plane (inter-cycle interference). The interferogram of the two EWPs is given by
intensities, the ionization from both fields has the significant contribution to the photoelectron momentum distributions [13] , so that it is hard to establish the attoclock to probe the sub-barrier dynamics.
In this Letter, employing two-color co-rotating circular fields, we demonstrate a double-hand attoclock photoelectron interferometer to probe the phase and the amplitude of emitting wave packets from strong-field ionization. To that end, we manipulate the rotating barrier on both radial and angular directions, by adding a perturbative co-rotating laser field at the half frequency of the ionizing laser pulse [see Fig. 1(a) . The imaginary phase Im[ε] is related with the ionization probability, which originates from the sub-barrier process since the classical propagation outside the barrier approximately does not change its probability amplitude [17] . At ionization instants of the interfered EWPs, i.e., t 0 and t 0 + T 400 , the electron feels the opposite force of the hour hand under the barrier. The two laser-induced EWPs appear opposite modifications as y 0 e -iε and y 0 e iε [see Fig. 1(b) ], imprinting the subtle sub-barrier effects on its amplitude and phase distributions. For different ionization times, the bent potential barrier rotates and the emitting EWPs will be streaked to different radial directions. Therefore, this scheme can be viewed as a spatially-rotating temporal Young's two-slit interferometer.
To reveal the effect of the modulation, in Fig. 1(c) , we show the photoelectron momentum distributions in one-color and in two-color circular fields at j L = 0, calculated by the strong-field approximation (SFA) model [18] . In the SFA model, after ionization the Coulomb potential is ignored and the mapping relationship between the electron ionization time t 0 and emitting angle q is strictly established. The transition matrix element is given by
, where t f is the pulse turn-off time, and I p is selected as 0.579 a.u. to match argon atoms. The laser field is synthesized by a six-cycle sin 2 -envelope laser pulse at 800 nm, and the peaks of 800 nm and 400 nm electric fields are E 400 = 0.04 a.u. and E 800 = 0.0025 a.u., respectively.
Within the SFA, an EWP will be streaked to the angle q perpendicular to the direction of the ionizing field E 400 (t 0 ), which is the ionizing (or "minute") hand. Thus, the location of the interference fringes among the paired EWPs in Fig. 1 (b) can be uniquely determined, which is marked by the blue arrow in Fig 
Here a=(U p +I p )T 400 is a constant phase. In frequency domain, the SB emission corresponds to the absorption or emission of a single 800 nm photon from adjacent ATIs, as clearly shown in the electron energy spectrum at an emission angle of 90°
[ Fig. 1(d) ]. In the supplementary material (SM), we have substituted the experimental measured phase into Eq.
(1) and have tested the four wave-packet interference geometry by retrieving the photoelectron momentum distribution.
Experimentally, the two-color circularly polarized fields were generated using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer scheme. The fundamental laser pulse (wavelength ~ 800 nm, pulse duration ~ 25 fs) was derived from a Ti:sapphire multipass amplifier operating at 3 kHz. The second harmonic was obtained via frequency doubling in a 250-μm-thick β-Barium Borate (BBO) crystal. The relative time delay of the two pulses was controlled by a pair of wedges. The electron momentum distributions of argon atoms were measured by cold-target recoil-ion reaction momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [19] . The intensity of the 400 nm light was calibrated to be ~ ( Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the measured photoelectron momentum distributions in one-color circular field and in two-color circular fields at j L = 0, respectively. After adding the perturbative 800 nm field, both ATIs and SBs show the angle-dependent feature. Noted that those two spectra are measured at the same laser pulse at 400 nm.
As shown in Fig. 2(b) , along the negative p x axis, the ATI yields are much higher than the SB yields, and the situation is reversed along the positive direction. The Note that the phase reconstruction method is a pure mathematic approach, which is independent with any tunneling or multi-photon models of strong-field ionization. In the deep tunneling regime, photoelectron holography [22] has been demonstrated. However, it is hard to read the information from the hologram.
Here, concentrating on the time-resolved interference patterns, we can extract the amplitude and the phase of wave packets.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the extracted real phase Re[ε] and imaginary phase
Im[ε] with respect to the emission angle. We illustrate the corresponding ionization instants using a clock on the top of the panels (the angle bin size is 2° and the time resolution ~ 8 as). From the distributions, one can see that the modulation at the most probable momentum is less for both the real and the imaginary phase, and the two flanks of the EWP are affected mostly when the probing perturbative field is on.
When the two hands of the attoclock are parallel (q = 180°), the Coulomb barrier is bent further by the short clock hand to the same direction, and the emitting EWP will become wider and its center location is not changed obviously. Thus, along the direction the real phase has the minima at the central part, and the imaginary phase shows that the high-momentum part of the EWP is most enhanced, indicating the sub-barrier process serves as a high-pass filter in momentum space. When the two clock hands are perpendicular (q = 0°), the EWP experiences a lateral force under the barrier, and the force will change its peak location and rearrange the phase remarkably.
Thus, along the direction the real phase oscillates obviously, and the imaginary phase indicates that the lateral shift of the EWP causes its two flanks slight enhancement.
From the extracted imaginary phase, we are able to image the momentum distribution of EWP when it emerges from atoms. To that end, one needs to subtract the laser-streaking momentum (E 400 /ω≈0.351 a.u.) from the measured momentum.
First, we reconstruct the background 4W 0 (q, P q ) 2 from the one-color interferogram through inversely transforming its zero-frequency component in the Fourier spectrum, then reduce the streaking momentum. Using the relation of the streaking angle q to the birth time t 0 , the momentum distribution of EWP W 0 (t 0 , P exit ) in single circular field (400 nm) at the birth time is obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . It is shown that the transversal momentum of EWP is not centered at zero when the EWP is freed, because the electron experiences the rotating force under the barrier, reflecting the non-adiabatic nature of the interaction between laser fields and atoms [23, 24] .
Combining the extracted time-resolved Im[ε] [ Fig. 2(d) ] with the extracted W 0 (t 0 , P exit ), in Fig. 3(b) we reconstruct the evolution of the modulated EWP using W(t 0 , P exit )=W 0 (t 0 , P exit )e Im [ε] . From t 0 = 0 to t 0 = T 400 /2, the two clock hands are rotating from parallel to vertical and the probability of EWP decreases nonlinearly. The ionized flux is highly dependent on the electric-field component along the long clock-hand direction. The emitting wave-packet is dynamically imaged within the resolution of a few attoseconds. The theoretical work [23, 25] have pointed the initial momentum will shift in a circular field and recent experiments [9, 26] verified the prediction.
It is worth mentioning that there is another working mode of the double-hand attoclock photoelectron interferometer. If one focuses on a certain radial direction of photoelectron momentum distribution (P q ) at a given θ, and then scans the laser phase delay j L to measure the interferogram variation along the direction, it is equal to fixing the long clock-hand direction and rotating the short clock hand, rather than the two-hand simultaneously rotating in Fig. 2 . + 2W 0 2 e -2Im [ε] for above two distributions through the extraction algorithm. The difference between the backgrounds is shown in Fig. 4(c) .
In the result, it is clear that the ATI peaks are dominant when the two clock hands are parallel and the SBs are dominant when they are perpendicular.
In Fig. 4(d) , we give an interpretation on the formation of ATIs and SBs. For the two-hand parallel case, the potential barrier is lifted or lowered by the weak clock hand, and the emitting EWPs are not segregated in the momentum space, so the ATI peaks are dominant. Whereas for the orthogonal case, the lateral force will shift the EWPs into reverse directions, so that the EWPs are not well overlapped and the ATIs will be weak. The phase variation of the EWP causes the interference fringes to shift significantly, and thus the SB peaks are dominant.
In conclusion, we introduce a novel double-hand attoclock photoelectron 
